
FROM NEW 
BUSINESS TO 

22,000+ LEADS
CASE STUDY

CLIENT BACKGROUND 

BICS is at the heart of global connectivity. 
They are the network behind the world’s 
top networks, carrying more than half of the 
world’s data roaming traffic and are the leader 
in mobility services for 2G/3G/4G and 5G 
networks worldwide.

Their global reach gives BICS an unrivalled 
footprint that few can match and provides 
them with the technical breadth essential 
to build better, more flexible and secure 
connected solutions.

CLIENT CHALLENGE 

The launch of BICS’ SIM for Things solution 
was the company’s entry into the rapidly 
expanding global Internet of Things (IoT) 
sector. Fresh messaging and positioning for 
BICS was needed to engage with international 
enterprises who were looking to enter the IoT 
ecosystem. 

These enterprises operate in any geography 
around the world and be in any sector from 
automotive to logistics, and from OEMs to 
Travel SIM providers.  
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CLIENT OBJECTIVES

To tap into the growth potential of the IoT 
connectivity sector, by: 

Creating awareness of the BICS SIM For 
Things solution among target audiences

Cutting through the noise to connect with 
prospects at all stages of the sales funnel

Generating leads

Positioning BICS as a thought leader in 
the cellular IoT connectivity space
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TARGET AUDIENCE INSIGHT

Global enterprises seeking to launch 
connected products or services in 
multiple markets based on simple, 
embedded connectivity. Experts in their 
own fields, these innovators did not 
necessarily know or understand cellular 
connectivity.
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Stayed away from feature-heavy telco-speak in favour of a simple, approachable 
tone of voice talking about key issues that global enterprises faced when it 
came to IoT deployment. 

01

Developed a comprehensive, multi-touchpoint campaign that addressed all the 
levels of the purchase journey in turn.02

Constantly adapted and evolved the key messages and tactics based on client 
feedback and changing market circumstances. 03

OUR STRATEGY

360-degree campaign driven by 
audience insight, swapping jargon and 
technical details in favour of simple, 
approachable and helpful content.

“Delighted to rely on Isoline as our content agency. Their commitment to us extends beyond just providing us with 
the content we need, which is consistently of a very high standard in a complex technical area. It’s about the value 
received on top of that, which contribute to the service we provide to our customers and being sure with each new 

deliverable is integrated with the latest market insights. All this means that with Isoline, we can rest assured that we 
are continuously improving our go to market strategy.”

Maria Dolores Garcia, Heads of Product & Solutions Marketing, BICS

RESULTS

The SIM for Things campaign delivered 
impactful business results. Isoline 
created a comprehensive campaign 
founded on audience insights and a 
simple, benefit-centric approach to 
help engage and educate prospects and 
attract new leads at scale.

This campaign has redefined how the company will promote and sell its products 
and services moving forward, to the extent that even their other more traditional 
business lines are now leveraging more digital marketing campaigns.

More than 22,000 leads 
have been delivered to the top of the funnel from our 
intensive lead generation campaign based on email 
and phone prospecting

2,200 inquiries and 1,400 new leads
were generated from media sponsorships, webinars 
and other marketing campaigns


